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day with all variety of putrifying food, exuding evil odours, with
limbs employed in thieving, the tongue uttering unworthy words
and taking in unwholesome things, the ears hearing, the eyes seeing
and the nose smelling what they ought not to, the body is worse
than hell. Everyone recognizes hell for what it is. But though
we use the body as if it were hell, we go on pretending that it is
heaven. Such is our hypocrisy in regard to the body. Knowing
a latrine for what it is, we shall know its right use. If a splendid
hall, however, comes to be used as a lavatory, the result is bound
to be evil. Therefore, if the body be in the Devil's control, it would
be far better to desire its destruction, rather than its well-being.
In these chapters on health, an effort has been made to bring
home the truth that the body can remain in health only by obey-
ing the laws of God. It can never be healthy if it obeys the Devil,
Where there is real health, there alone is true happiness possible,
and in order to achieve real health we must conquer the palate,
If we succeed in this, all other organs will be automatically under
our control, and one who has this body under control can subdue
the world because such a one becomes God's heir, a part of Him.
Rama is not in the Ramqyanay nor Krishna in the Gita. Khuda is
not in the Koran, nor Christ in the Bible. They all live and have
their being in the purity of human conduct, which springs from
morality. Morality consists in truth, which is the same as Shiva1.
You may know it by whatever name you please. That one may
have a glimpse, if only occasional, of this truth in these chapters on
health has been the underlying purpose of this effort.
[From Gujarati]
Mian Opinion, 16-8-1913
113.   LETTER TO MANUAL GANDHI
'in the TitAiN, on way to phoenix,
[After August 16, 1913]2
CHI. MANILAL,
I hope you have taken with you the I[ndian] 0{pinion} file.
You should be very much on your guard against laziness.
See that you get up not later than four in the morning, even if
you have to force yourself to do it. Being none too fit, I am rather
1	God of austerity and self-mastery in the Hindu trinity
2	Hie last instalment of articles on health referred to in the letter was
published in I#Ran Opinion, 16-3-1913,

